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4.6.2 Use of Geophysical Techniques to Characterize Fluid Flow in a Geothermal Reservoir 

 
Presentation Number: 029 
Investigator: Revil, Andre (Colorado School of Mines) 
Objectives: To develop and test combined geophysical techniques to characterize fluid flow, in relation 
to fracture orientations and fault distributions in a geothermal system.  
Average Overall Score:  3.4/4.0 
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Figure 38:  Use of Geophysical Techniques to Characterize Fluid Flow in a Geothermal Reservoir  

4.6.2.1 Relevance/Impact of the Research 
Ratings of Five-member Peer Review Panel:  Outstanding (4), Good (3), Good (3), Outstanding (4), Good 
(3) 

Supporting comments: 

• Joint inversion of geophysical data for imaging of groundwater flow has been performed.  This 
seems to have excellent potential for assessing geothermal systems both before and after 
stimulation and production.  I have some questions about the mechanism of the self-potential 
method, but it seems to have real promise.  Imaging of subsurface flow systems would provide 
extremely valuable data, and the project seems to have made great progress. 

• Reviewer does not feel he has sufficient expertise to assess this project. 

• Characterizing the structures and fluid flow regime are critical to development of EGS reservoirs. 
This study contributes to site characterization, monitoring, and reservoir development through 
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combined geophysical imaging techniques and numerical modeling. A new technique is being 
developed to measure fluid flux by self-potential data. If successful, this technique could 
identify 'blind' geothermal systems.  Results of this study are guided by and applied to a 
potential geothermal field site in Colorado. 

• This approach which combines seismic, self-potential and resistivity measurements could 
provide a much better view of subsurface fluid flow than existing ones. The capability to 
monitor fluid flow will be essential during development and operation of a geothermal site. 

• PI was not at the review, so my peer review comments are based only on what I could 
determine from the presentation posted on the peer review web site.  Much of the technology 
shown here is conventional and routinely applied.  Hopefully, some innovative data integration 
will come out of this.  It has a strong educational component. 

4.6.2.2 Scientific/Technical Approach 
Ratings of Five-member Peer Review Panel:  Outstanding (4),  Good (3), Good (3), Outstanding (4), Good 
(3) 

Supporting comments: 

• Aside from my own ignorance about the fundamentals of the origin of self-potential signals, the 
approach seems sound.  It is well focused, and will provide significant progress to overcoming a 
number of “barriers”.  The use of electric fields at the surface to deduce subsurface fluid flow 
has great potential.  I would hope that additional constraints on the actual fluid flow could be 
extracted through work on the theory of field generation, as some unknowns seem to creep in 
due to unknown chargers and redox issues. 

• Reviewer does not feel he has sufficient expertise to assess this project 

• Data derived from the literature and various geophysical methods are combined with numerical 
modeling and applied to a specific field site. Field and literature data are used to interpret the 
overall geologic structure of the area to identify faults responsible for flow. Geophysical 
measurements are "integrated with geology and geochemistry" to develop a 3-D flow model. 
(Phrase in quotes because this is lacking.) Because permeability controls fluid flow, it is unclear 
how geophysical data will be inverted or used to extract the critical parameter of permeability - 
necessary to calculate fluid flow. 
 
Flow modeling appears to be quite general. While pore water composition and a reactive 
transport model are to be developed, there are no measurements of fluid composition and no 
mineralogy of the reservoir apparent. Without focus on the fluids and minerals, it is difficult to 
envision how this study will contribute to "understanding precipitation and dissolution reactions 
in the fracture system" (geophysics is the focus).  
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If details of the field site's geology including mineralogy and fluid chemistry will be incorporated 
in the 3-D model, a more realistic assessment of the reservoir will result. Without specifics, this 
limits the extrapolation of this technique and these results to other areas. 

• Well planned so that the technique can be tested against observations in field sites. Combines 
geophysical inversions with models of fluid transport.  Perhaps they have looked at this but a 
persistent question with complex inversions is the resolution; could some dramatically different 
model produce similar observations? 

• Good scientific approach and organization. 

4.6.2.3 Accomplishments, Expected Outcomes and Progress 
Ratings of Five-member Peer Review Panel:  Outstanding (4), Good (3), Fair (2), Outstanding (4), Good 
(3) 

Supporting comments: 

• A best poster award for this project was issued at the 2009 SEG meeting.  The team seems very 
well qualified and the progress has been very good.  Additional comparison to modeling with 
the TOUGH family of codes will be done in the future and should provide additional constraints. 

• Reviewer does not feel he has sufficient expertise to assess this project 

• The project is approx. 30% complete based on the timeline. Based on comments below, this 
category rates between fair and good.  Preliminary data have been gathered for 3-D seismic 
imaging and inversions of several datasets have occurred. Summary states geology and 
geochemistry have been integrated with geophysics. However, from these presentations, 
geology is largely structure and geochemistry has not been covered. The geophysics that is the 
focus seems largely separate from geologic characterization other than structure.  
 
The quality of the geophysics' researchers is excellent. Collaborators do not appear to cover the 
geologic or geochemical aspects of the proposed work. There is an educational component that 
appears superb with the training of students in a field setting and the acquisition of geophysical 
data. Two papers in peer-reviewed literature have been submitted, one published in 2010, 
covering the geophysical techniques. Several presentations have occurred. 

• Project already seems to have accomplished much and has generated considerable output in 
terms of publications and presentations. 

• Well qualified performers.  They certainly have the resources available. 
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4.6.2.4 Project Management/Coordination 
Ratings of Five-member Peer Review Panel:  Fair (2), Good (3), Outstanding (4), Outstanding (4), Good 
(3) 

Supporting comments: 

• The current team communicates by Skype.  The management plan was a bit difficult to assess, 
due to a paucity of information.  Claims are made about connection to ORMAT and NREL, but 
these connections seem vague to me. 

• Reviewer does not feel he has sufficient expertise to assess this project 

• Project management is excellent with regularly scheduled (video) meetings. Organizing students 
in the field takes immense time and planning. 

• No comments. 

• They seem to have set up an effective communication procedure. 

4.6.2.5 Overall 
Ratings of Five-member Peer Review Panel:  Outstanding (4), Good (3), Good (3), Outstanding (4), Good 
(3) 

Supporting comments: 

• The use of self-potential, especially when combined with other geophysical data seems to have 
tremendous potential.  Future combination of joint inversions with TOUGH code modeling 
should provide invaluable advances for EGS development. 

• Reviewer does not feel he has sufficient expertise to assess this project 

• Results have been presented at international meeting and published in peer-reviewed journals. 

• No comments. 

• Disappointing that the PI was not at the review.  Wasn't it possible to send an alternate?  The 
presentation on the peer review web site indicates that this is a strong project. 

4.6.2.6 PI Response  
No response. 
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